
Theme: Why should my faith be strong?                       9-8-19 

When it comes to strength, just about everyone has a stance on it. Some people look at those who put time 
and effort into physical betterment with a certain amount of nonchalance. They don’t care about running or 
lifting weights and would rather not spend their time doing something that they personally find no enjoyment 
doing. Then there are the people who put a lot of time and effort into tidiness while others figure, I will clean 
when I have reason to. There are also those who put a lot of time and effort into mental betterment. They 
read and study, they attend conferences and seminars and they are always eager to glean new information 
and to add to things they already know while others are content to do the busy work and let other people 
worry about thinking. Basically, it is a simple fact that it takes all kinds and everyone is going to approach 
things a little bit differently. 

I say all that, and you probably know all that, and yet now we are going to throw a big “yeah but” into the mix. 
Despite where you fall in the spectrum of earthly betterment, we all have an encouragement from God to 
grow in our faith, to exercise it so that it gets stronger. In fact, it is more than just an encouragement, it is a 
command. God tells us very clearly in 2 Peter 3:18 to “Grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior 
Jesus Christ.”  

However, you might say, why should I? I already know that Jesus is my Savior. Why should I keep growing, 
what do I have to keep growing in? Is there anything else to know? My life is so busy, I don’t have time to 
make it to Bible class, for that matter, I barely have time to be in church. All I get off are weekends, I need 
sometime to relax. My nights are for unwinding, how can I do that if I am adding church into the mix? All good 
questions and obviously there is reason behind those thoughts. But those thoughts are what bring us to our 
lesson for today. It is a lesson which addresses the why, it is a lesson which gives us our motivation to grow in 
our faith and to make it a priority with all of the other things going on in our life. So keeping in mind the 
command from God to grow and our lesson for today which tells us why it is so important for us to grow we 
have a topic that is vitally important to us all whether we are mature, young, or somewhere in-between in our 
faith life. With all of this in mind, we go back to our lesson once more to answer the question “why should my 
faith be strong?” 

Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us get rid of every burden and the 
sin that so easily ensnares us, and let us run with patient endurance the race that is laid out for us. 2 Let us 
keep our eyes fixed on Jesus, who is the author of our faith and the one who brings it to its goal. In view of the 
joy set before him, he endured the cross, disregarding its shame, and has taken his seat at the right hand of 
God’s throne. 3 Carefully consider him who endured such hostility against himself from sinful people, so that 
you do not grow weary and lose heart. 4 You have not yet resisted to the point of shedding your blood in your 
fight against sin. 5 Have you also forgotten the encouragement that addresses you as sons? My son, do not 
regard the Lord’s discipline lightly, and do not become weary of his correction. 6 For the Lord disciplines the 
one whom he loves, and he corrects every son he accepts. 7 Endure suffering as discipline. God is dealing with 
you as sons. Is there a son whose father does not discipline him? 8 If you are not disciplined (and all of us have 
received it), then you are illegitimate children and not sons. 9 In addition, we have earthly fathers who 
disciplined us, and we respected them. Should we not submit even more to the Father of the spirits and 
live? 10 They disciplined us for a little while, according to what seemed best to them, but God disciplines us for 
our good, so that we may have a share in his holiness. 11 No discipline seems pleasant when it is happening, 
but painful, yet later it yields a peaceful harvest of righteousness for those who have been trained by it. 
12 Therefore strengthen your weak hands and feeble knees, 13 and make straight paths for your feet, so that 
what is lame may not be dislocated but rather healed. 

 First thing first as we take this lesson to heart is the simple fact that your faith needs to be strong for you! We 

are told a number of things. We are told to CAREFULLY consider him who endured hostility so that we do not 

become weary and lose heart. This is not some knowledge we can quickly come to. Just as if you are dieting or 



exercising, you are not going to see immediate results, but it is careful, deliberate, and dedicated action over a 

long period of time. We are reminded that no matter how great we may think we are, we are not to Christ’s 

level. We have room to grow.  

He goes on to describe to us what discipline is as we are told to regard suffering as discipline. In other words, 

God is telling us that every time we are facing suffering, whether it is personal tragedy, things not going your 

way, to even that of hurt loved ones face that affects us simply because we love them, we are to regard it as 

discipline. 

That is another aspect to personal growth in our faith. How did you understand discipline when you were 

younger? I would guess, if you are like many people, you didn’t really enjoy it. Maybe you claimed it to be 

unfair. Maybe you rejected it as if the one disciplining you was just out to get you or maybe you owned it in a 

sort of juvenile badge of honor. Regardless, I am guessing that as you aged and matured, you viewed that 

discipline differently. You better understood the discipline you faced whether it was right or wrong. You 

learned that it was ultimately for a purpose of training you and leading you to better understanding write and 

wrong as well as your role in the family.  

God wants us to know that faith makes us members of his family and that because of his love for us as 

members of his family he is going to discipline us out of his love. He does it so that as we will be trained by it. 

For this very reason he tells us we need to be strengthened, our faith needs to grow so that we see the 

discipline we receive as a blessing from God, an act of his love to train us in righteousness, to keep us walking 

the road to glory. 

That, in and of itself, is a huge and very important reason to grow in our faith, but there is still more. Our faith 

also needs to grow for the person next to you, the one in front of you and for that matter all of those who are 

here and are fellow members of the body of Christ. 

Maybe you were the older sibling in your house, maybe you had someone come to you for advice, maybe you 

had the opportunity to mentor someone else, or maybe you are simply a loving parent who wants your child 

to better understand your discipline. Regardless, maturity is needed to help others see the reason behind 

discipline. 

You see, a strong faith is not just beneficial for yourself, but it is also vitally important for all of God’s family. It 

is needed to help others through discipline God allows into their life. It is needed to be one’s whom God uses 

to help train and strengthen others. It is needed to give healing to those who feel lame and to make straight 

paths for those who find themselves in a crooked road in life. 

Brothers and sisters in Christ, never be content with your faith. I pray you always see reason after reason to 

grow in it. That can only happen in God’s word, that is where God promises to make good on his promise to 

make it stronger. A strong faith is needed for you. It is needed to understand God’s discipline. It is needed to 

see how his discipline trains us and corrects us. But it is also vital for your brothers and sisters. May we 

selfishly but also selflessly always seek growth in our faith to keep our eyes on Jesus, the one who authored 

our faith in his death on the cross and additionally his victory over death in the empty Easter tomb. May we 

always hold firmly onto our God in a strong faith as well as hold the hands of our brothers and sisters in faith 

on the straight path to our Savior’s eternal side. Amen. 

 


